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Estimating Covariance for Privacy Case under Interval (and Fuzzy)
Uncertainty
Ali Jalal-Kamali, Vladik Kreinovich, and Luc Longpré

Abstract— One of the main objectives of collecting data in
statistical databases (medical databases, census databases) is
to find important correlations between different quantities. To
enable researchers to looks for such correlations, we should
allow them them to ask queries testing different combinations
of such quantities. However, when we receive answers to many
such questions, we may inadvertently disclose information about
individual patients, information that should be private.
One way to preserve privacy in statistical databases is to store
ranges instead of the original values. For example, instead of
an exact age of a patient in a medical database, we only store
the information that this age is, e.g., between 60 and 70. This
idea solves the privacy problem, but it make statistical analysis
more complex. Different possible values from the corresponding
ranges lead, in general, to different values of the corresponding
statistical characteristic; it is therefore desirable to find the
range of all such values.
It is known that for mean and variance, there exist feasible
algorithms for computing such ranges. In this paper, we show
that similar algorithms are possible for another important
statistical characteristic – covariance, whose value is important
in computing correlations.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Need to preserve privacy in statistical databases. In order
to find relations between different quantities, we collect a
large amount of data. For example, we collect a large amount
of medical data – to try to find correlations between instances
of a certain disease and lifestyle factors that may contribute
to this disease. We collect a large amount of data in a census
– to see, e.g., how the parents’ income level affects the
children’s education level, and how the person education
level influences his or her income level.
In some cases, we are looking for commonsense correlations – e.g., between smoking and lung diseases, obesity
and diabetes, etc. However, in many cases, it is not clear
which factors affect a certain disease. For example, if a rare
disease appears in certain areas, it may be because of the
high concentration of some chemical in these areas, but we
often do not know a priori which chemicals to look for.
For statistical databases to be most useful for such data
mining, we need to allow researchers to ask arbitrary
questions. However, if we simply allow these questions,
we may inadvertently disclose some information about the
individuals, information which is private, and which these
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individuals did not want to disclose to the general public
when submitting information to the secure databases.
For example, if a person has a rare disease of unknown
origin, a good idea is to try all possible factors that may
influence the onset of this disease: age, location, profession,
etc. However, once all these factors are known, we may
be able to identify this person – even when her name
was not listed in the database. This disclosure may prevent
potential employers from hiring her, and moreover, the very
fact of such a disclosure would strongly discourage all
future patients from actively participating in a similar data
collections.
It is therefore desirable to make sure that privacy is
preserved in statistical databases.
Intervals as a way to preserve privacy in statistical
databases. One way to preserve privacy is not to store the
exact data values – from which a person can be identified –
in the database, but rather store ranges (intervals).
This makes sense from the viewpoint of a statistical
database. For example, while there may be a correlation
between age and certain heart diseases, this correlation is
rarely of the type that a person of age 62 has a much higher
probability of getting this disease than a person of age 61.
Usually, it is enough to know whether a person is in his or
her 60s or 70s.
And this is how data is often collected: instead of asking
for an exact age, we ask a person to check whether her age
is, say, in between 0 and 10, 10 and 20, etc. Similarly, instead
of the exact income, we ask the person to indicate into which
income bracket his or her income falls.
In general, we set some threshold values t0 , . . . , tN and
ask a person whether the actual value of the corresponding
quantity is in the interval [t0 , t1 ], in the interval [t1 , t2 ], . . . ,
or in the interval [tN −1 , tN ].
As a result, for each quantity x and for each person i,
instead of the exact value xi of the corresponding quantity,
we store an interval xi = [xi , xi ] that contains the actual
(non-stored) value xi . Each of these intervals coincides with
one of the given ranges
[t0 , t1 ], [t1 , t2 ], . . . , [tN −1 , tN ].

Need to estimate covariance and correlation under such
interval uncertainty. As we have mentioned, one of the
main objectives of collecting information into a statistical
database is to find correlations between different variables.

A correlation ρx,y between two quantities x and y is usually
defined as
Cx,y
ρx,y =
,
σ x · σy
where the covariance
√ Cx,y and the standard deviations σx =
√
Vx and σy = Vy are defined as follows:
Cx,y

n
n
1 ∑
1 ∑
(xi −Ex )·(yi −Ey ) = ·
xi ·yi −Ex ·Ey ,
= ·
n i=1
n i=1

Vx =

n
n
1 ∑
1 ∑
(xi − E)2 , Vy = ·
(yi − E)2
·
n i=1
n i=1

where
Ex =

n
n
1 ∑
1 ∑
·
xi , Ey = ·
yi .
n i=1
n i=1

Because of the privacy concerns, we do not store the actual
values xi and yi . Instead, we store the intervals xi and yi .
Different values of xi and yi from these intervals lead, in
general, to different values of covariance and correlation. It
is therefore desirable to find the range of possible values of
these characteristics C(x1 , . . . , xn , y1 , . . . , yn ) when xi ∈ xi
and yi ∈ yi :
C = {C(x1 , . . . , xn , y1 , . . . , yn ) : x1 ∈ x1 , . . . , xn ∈ xn ,
y1 ∈ y1 , . . . , yn ∈ yn }.

Estimating statistical characteristics under interval uncertainty: what is known. The general problem of estimating the range of a function under interval uncertainty is
known as interval computations; see, e.g., [3], [7].
The need for interval computations comes beyond privacy
concerns: it usually comes from the fact that in many cases,
data come from measurements, and measurements are never
absolutely accurate; see, e.g., [10]. In other words, the
measurement result x
ei are, in general, different from the
actual (unknown) values xi of the quantities that we are
measuring. Often, the only information that we know about
def
the measurement error ∆xi = x
ei − xi is the upper bound
∆i on its absolute value: |∆xi | ≤ ∆i . In this case, after
the measurement, the only only information that we have
about the actual value xi is that this value is in the interval
xi = [xi , xi ] = [e
xi − ∆i , x
ei + ∆i ].
Thus, if we use the measured values x1 , . . . , xn to estimate
the values of some auxiliary quantity y = f (x1 , . . . , xn ), we
need to know the range of possible values of y:
y = {f (x1 , . . . , xn ) : x1 ∈ x1 , . . . , xn ∈ xn }.
In particular, if we perform a statistical analysis of the
measurement results, then, for each statistical characteristic
C(x1 , . . . , xn ), we need to find its range
C = {C(x1 , . . . , xn ) : x1 ∈ x1 , . . . , xn ∈ xn }.
For the mean Ex , the situation is simple: the mean is
an increasing function of all its variables. So, its smallest

value E x is attained when each of the variables xi attains its
smallest value xi , and its largest value E x is attained when
each of the variables attains its largest value xi :
n
n
1 ∑
1 ∑
Ex = ·
xi , E x = ·
xi .
n i=1
n i=1
However, variance, covariance, and correlation are, in general, non-monotonic. It turns out that in general, computing
the values of these characteristics under interval uncertainty
is NP-hard [1], [2], [9]. This means, crudely speaking, that
unless P=NP (which most computable scientists believe to be
wrong), no feasible (polynomial-time) algorithm is possible
that would always compute the range of the corresponding
characteristic under interval uncertainty.
Estimating statistical characteristics for privacy case
under interval uncertainty: what is known. For privacy
case, the range of variance can be computed in polynomial
time [5], [6].
What we do in this paper. In this paper, we show that for
privacy case, the range of covariance can also be computed
in polynomial time.
Possibility of extending our results of the fuzzy case. An
alternative (and more intuitive) way to preserve privacy is
not to make crisp thresholds – as we did – but to have fuzzy
thresholds. In other words, instead of classifying ages into 0
to 10, 10 to 20, etc., we can classify them into very young,
young, etc.
This possibility goes beyond privacy preservation – because in many case, people do not know the exact values of
certain characteristics, but they can provide reasonable estimates in terms of words from natural language. For example,
a person usually knows his own height and weight exactly,
but not the exact height and weight of his or her neighbors.
However, it is easy to tell who among the neighbors are
tall, short, overweight, etc. – this additional information
can supplement the information that the respondents provide
about themselves.
In this case, for each i, instead of an interval xi , we
have a fuzzy number Xi that describes the corresponding
word from the natural language, with a membership function
µi (xi ) describing a degree to which a value xi satisfies the
property Xi (e.g., is young) [4], [8]. How do we handle such
fuzzy information? For each desired statistical characteristic
C(x1 , . . . , xn ), Zadeh’s extension principle allows us to
define the fuzzy value Y = C(X1 , . . . , Xn ) for fuzzy inputs
X1 , . . . , Xn . It is known (see, e.g., [4], [8]) that under
reasonable conditions, Zadeh’s extension can be naturally
reformulated in terms of α-cuts
def

def

Xi (α) = {xi : µi (xi ) ≥ α} and C(α) = {y : µ(y) ≥ α}.
Specifically, for every α,
C(α) = {C(x1 , . . . , xn ) : x1 ∈ X1 (α), . . . , xn ∈ Xn (α)}.
Thus, for each α ∈ (0, 1], the corresponding α-cut can be
obtained by solving the corresponding interval computations
problem.

Thus, algorithms for computing a statistical characteristic
(variance, covariance, etc.) under interval uncertainty can be
used to estimate the values of the same characteristic under
fuzzy uncertainty as well.
II. A NALYSIS OF THE P ROBLEM
Reducing maximum to minimum. When we change
the sign of yi , the covariance changes sign as well:
Cxy (xi , −yi ) = −Cxy (xi , yi ). Thus, for the ranges, we get
Cxy (xi , −yi ) = −Cxy (xi , yi ).
Since the function z → −z is decreasing, its smallest value is
attained when z is the largest, and its largest value is attained
when z is the smallest. Thus, if z goes from z to z, the range
of −z is [−z, −z]. Therefore, C xy (xi , −yi ) = −C xy (xi , yi ).
Thus, if we know how to compute the minimum value
C xy (xi , yi ), we can then compute the maximum value
C xy (xi , yi ) as
C xy (xi , yi ) = −C xy (xi , −yi ).
Because of this reduction, in the following text, we will
concentrate on computing the minimum C xy . In this computation, we will use known facts from calculus.
When a function attains minimum and maximum on
the interval: known facts from calculus. A function f (x)
defined on an interval [x, x] attains its minimum on this
interval either at lone of its endpoints, or in some internal
point of the interval. If it attains is minimum at a point
df
x ∈ (a, b), then its derivative at this point is 0:
= 0.
dx
If it attains its minimum at the point x = x, then we cannot
df
have
< 0, because then, for some point x + ∆x ∈ [x, x],
dx
we would have a smaller value of f (x). Thus, in this case,
df
we must have
≥ 0.
dx
Similarly, if a function f (x) attains its minimum at the
df
point x = x, then we must have
≤ 0.
dx
For the maximum, a similar thing happens. If f (x) attains
is maximum at a point x ∈ (a, b), then its derivative at this
df
point is 0:
= 0. If it attains its maximum at the point
dx
df
x = x, then we must have
≤ 0. Finally, if a function
dx
f (x) attains its maximum at the point x = x, then we must
df
≥ 0.
have
dx
Let us apply these known facts to our problem. For
covariance C,
1
∂C
1
∂C
= · (yi − Ey ) and
= · (xi − Ex ).
∂xi
n
∂yi
n
By considering the covariance as a function f xi , for the point
(x1 , . . . , xn , y1 , . . . , yn ) at which C attains its minimum, we
can make the following conclusions:
• if xi = xi , then yi ≥ Ey ;
• if xi = xi , then yi ≤ Ey ;
• if xi < xi < xi , then yi = Ey .

So, if y i < Ey , this means that for the value yi ≤ y i also
satisfies the inequality yi < Ey . Thus, in this case:
• we cannot have xi = xi — because then we would have
yi ≥ Ey ; and
• we cannot have xi < xi < xi – because then, we would
have yi = Ey .
So, if y i < Ey , the only remaining option for xi is xi = xi .
Similarly, if Ey < y i , this means that the value yi ≥ y i
also satisfies the inequality yi > Ey . Thus, in this case:
• we cannot have xi = xi — because then we would have
yi ≤ Ey ; and
• we cannot have xi < xi < xi – because then, we would
have yi = Ey .
So, if Ey < y i , the only remaining option for xi is xi = xi .
Since the covariance is symmetric with respect to changing
x and y, we can similarly conclude that:
• if xi < Ex , then yi = y i , and
• if Ex < xi , then yi = y .
i
So, if:
• the interval xi is either completely to the left or to the
right of Ex , and
• the interval yi is either completely to the left or to the
right of Ey ,
then, under these conditions, we can tell exactly where the
minimum is attained.
For example, if we know:
• that xi < Ex (i.e., that the interval xi is fully to the left
of Ex ), and
• that Ey < y (i.e., that the interval yi is fully to the
i
right of Ey ),
then the minimum is attained when xi = xi and yi = y i .
What if one of the intervals, e.g., xi , is fully to the left
or fully to the right of Ex , but yi contains Ey inside? For
example, if xi < Ex , this means that yi = y i . Since Ey in
inside the interval [y i , y i ], this means that y i ≤ Ey ≤ y i and
thus, Ey ≤ yi . If Ey < yi , then, as we have shown earlier,
we get xi = xi . One can show that the same conclusion
holds when yi = Ey . So, in this case, we also have a single
pair (xi , yi ) where the minimum can be attained: xi = xi
and yi = y i .
The only remaining case is when:
• Ex is within the interval xi , and
• Ey is within the interval yi .
In this case, as we have mentioned, the point (xi , yi ) where
the minimum is attained belongs to the union U1 of the
following three linear segments:
• a segment where xi = xi and yi ≥ Ey ;
• a segment where xi = xi and yi ≤ Ey ; and
• a segment where xi < xi < xi and yi = Ey .
Similarly, we can conclude that this point (xi , yi ) belongs to
the union U2 of the following three linear segments:
• a segment where yi = y and xi ≥ Ex ;
i
• a segment where yi = y i and xi ≤ Ex ; and
• a segment where y < yi < y i and xi = Ex .
i

The point (xi , yi ) belongs to both unions, so it belongs to
their intersection. One can see that this intersection consists
of three points: (xi , y i ), (xi , y i ), and (Ex , Ey ).
Let us prove, by contradiction, that the minimum cannot be
attained for the point at which (xi , yi ) = (Ex , Ey ). Indeed,
let us assume that this is where the minimum is attained.
Let us then take a small value ∆ and replace xi = Ex with
xi + ∆ and yi = Ey with yi − ∆. It is easy to show that
the covariance does not change when we simply shift all the
value of xj by a constant and all the values of yj by another
constant. In particular, this is true if we shift all the value
of xj by −Ex and all the values of yj by −Ey , i.e., if we
consider new values x′j = xj − Ex and yj′ = yj − Ey . In
particular, we get x′i = yi′ = 0.
For the new values, Ex′ = Ey′ = 0 and thus,
Cxy =

n
1 ∑
·
xj · yj .
n j=1

After the change, we get the new values x′′i = x′i + ∆ = ∆
and yi′′ = yi′ − ∆ = −∆. We want to see how the covariance
′′
changes, i.e., what is the value Cxy
of the covariance:
′′
Cxy

n
1 ∑ ′′ ′′
= ·
x · y − Ex′′ · Ey′′ .
n j=1 j j

Since we only changed the i-th values xi and yi , in the first
sum, only one term changes, from x′i · yi′ = 0 to x′′i · yi′′ =
∆ · (−∆) = −∆2 . Thus,
n
n
1 ∑ ′′ ′′
1 ∑ ′ ′ ∆2
∆2
·
xj · yj = ·
xj · yj −
= Cxy −
.
n j=1
n j=1
n
n

Similarly, the new values of Ex and Ey are:
1 ∑ ′′
1 ∑ ′
1
∆
Ex′′ = ·
xj = ·
xj + · ∆ = ;
n j=1
n j=1
n
n
Ey′′ =

1 ∑ ′′
1 ∑ ′
1
∆
·
yj = ·
y − ·∆=− .
n j=1
n j=1 j n
n

Thus,
Ex′′
and so,
′′
Cxy

·

Ey′′

(
)
∆
∆
∆2
=
· −
= 2,
n
n
n

(
)
)
(
∆2
∆2
1
∆2
+ 2 = Cxy −
· 1−
.
= Cxy −
n
n
n
n

This new value is smaller than Cxy , which contradicts to our
assumption that at the original values, the covariance attains
its minimum.
This contradiction proves that the minimum cannot be
attained at the point (Ex , Ey ), and that is therefore has to
be attained at one of the two points (xi , y i ) and (xi , y i ).
Towards an algorithm. We are dealing with the privacy
case. This means that each input interval xi is equal to one
(x) (x)
of the x-ranges [tk , tk+1 ] corresponding to the variable x.
Let us denote the total number of such ranges by Nx .

Similarly, each input interval yi is equal to one of the
(y) (y)
y-ranges [tℓ , tℓ+1 ] corresponding to the variable y. Let us
denote the total number of such ranges by Ny .
Thus, on the plane (x, y), we have Nx · Ny cells corresponding to different possible combinations of these ranges.
For the values xi and yi for which the covariance attains
its smallest possible value C xy , the corresponding means
(Ex , Ey ) must be located in one of these Nx · Ny cells.
Let us fix a cell and let us assume that the minimum is
attained within this cell. Then, for each i, for the interval xi ,
there are three possible options:
•
•
•

this interval may coincide with the corresponding xrange; in this case, Ex ∈ xi ;
this interval may be completely to the left of this range;
in this case, xi ≤ Ex ; and
this interval may be completely to the right of this range;
in this case, Ex ≤ xi .

Similarly, for the interval yi , there are three possible options:
•
•
•

this interval may coincide with the corresponding yrange; in this case, Ey ∈ yi ;
this interval may be completely to the left of this range;
in this case, y i ≤ Ey ; and
this interval may be completely to the right of this range;
in this case, Ey ≤ y i .

Then, for every i for which the pair of intervals xi and yi
is different from this cell, the above arguments enables us to
uniquely determine the corresponding values xi and yi . For
each pair for which (xi , yi ) coincides with this cell, we have
two possible locations of the minimum: (xi , y i ) and (xi , y i ).
If we have several such intervals, then we may have
arbitrary combinations of these pairs (xi , y i ) and (xi , y i ). At
first glance, there are two possibilities for each i, and there
can be up to n such intervals, so we can have an exponential
amount 2n of possible options.
However, the good news is that the covariance does not
change if we simply reorder the intervals. Thus, if we have
several intervals for which (xi , yi ) coincides with the given
cell:
•

•

it does not matter for which of these intervals the
minimum is attained at the pair (xi , y i ) and for which
it is attained at the pairs (xi , y i );
what matters is how many values are equal to (xi , y i )
(and, correspondingly, how many values are equal to
(xi , y i )).

We can have 0, 1, . . . , ≤ n such values, so we have ≤ n + 1
such options for each cell.
So, we arrive at the following algorithm.
III. R ESULTING A LGORITHM
Input data. In the x-axis, we have Nx + 1 threshold values
(x) (x)
(x)
t0 , t1 , . . . , tNx that divide the set of possible values of the
quantity x into Nx x-ranges
(x)

(x)

(x)

(x)

(x)

(x)

[t0 , t1 ], [t1 , t2 ], . . . , [tNx −1 , tNx ].

Similarly, in the y-axis, we have Ny + 1 threshold values
that divide the set of possible values of the
quantity y into Ny y-ranges
(y) (y)
(y)
t0 , t1 , . . . , tNy
(y)

(y)

(y)

(y)

(y)

(y)

[t0 , t1 ], [t1 , t2 ], . . . , [tNy −1 , tNy ].
We also have n data points, each of which consists of:
• an interval xi that coincides with one of the x-ranges,
and
• an interval yi that coincides with one of the y-ranges.
Our objective: to find the endpoints C xy and C xy of the
range
[C xy , C xy ] = {C(x1 , . . . , . . . , xn , y1 , . . . , yn ) :
x1 ∈ x1 , . . . , xn ∈ xn , y1 ∈ y1 , . . . , yn ∈ yn },
where
C(x1 , . . . , xn , y1 , . . . , yn ) =

n
1 ∑
·
xi · yi − Ex · Ey ,
n i=1

n
n
1 ∑
1 ∑
Ex = ·
xi , Ey = ·
yi .
n i=1
n i=1

Algorithm for computing C xy . We have Nx possible x(x) (x)
(y) (x)
ranges [tk , tk+1 ] and Ny possible y-ranges [tℓ , tℓ+1 ]. By
combining an x-range and a y-range, we get Nx · Ny cells
(x)

(x)

(y)

(x)

[tk , tk+1 ] × [tℓ , tℓ+1 ].
In this algorithm, we analyze these cells one by one. For
each cell and for each i, we assume that the pair (Ex , Ey )
corresponding to the minimizing set (x1 , . . . , xn , y1 , . . . , yn )
is contained in this cell.
For each i from 1 to n, for the interval xi , there are three
possible options:
• the interval xi coincides with the x-range; we will
denote this option by X 0 ;
• the interval xi is completely to the left of the x-range;
we will denote this option by X − ;
• the interval xi is completely to the right of the x-range;
we will denote this option by X + .
Similarly, for the interval yi , there are three possible options:
• the interval yi coincides with the y-range; we will
denote this option by Y 0 ;
• the interval yi is completely to the left of the y-range;
we will denote this option by Y − ;
• the interval yi is completely to the right of the y-range;
we will denote this option by Y + .
We thus have 3 · 3 = 9 pairs of options. For each of these
pairs, we select the values xi and yi as follows.
Case of X + and Y + . If the interval xi is to the right of the
x-range and the interval yi is to the right of the y-range, we
take:
xi = xi and yi = y i .

Case of X + and Y 0 . If the interval xi is to the right of the
x-range and the interval yi coincides with the y-range, we
take:
xi = xi and yi = y i .
Case of X + and Y − . If the interval xi is to the right of the
x-range and the interval yi is to the left of the y-range, we
take:
xi = xi and yi = y i .
Case of X − and Y + . If the interval xi is to the left of the
x-range and the interval yi is to the right of the y-range, we
take:
xi = xi and yi = y i .
Case of X − and Y 0 . If the interval xi is to the left of the
x-range and the interval yi coincides with the y-range, we
take:
xi = xi and yi = y i .
Case of X − and Y − . If the interval xi is to the left of the
x-range and the interval yi is to the left of the y-range, we
take:
xi = xi and yi = y i .

Case of X 0 and Y + . If the interval xi coincides with the
x-range and the interval yi is to the right of the y-range, we
take:
xi = xi and yi = y i .
Case of X 0 and Y − . If the interval xi coincides with the
x-range and the interval yi is to the left of the y-range, we
take:
xi = xi and yi = y i .
Case of X 0 and Y 0 – and the algorithm itself. Finally, we
count for how many is the interval xi coincides with the xrange and the interval yi coincides with the y-range, and for
each integer m = 0, 1, 2, . . ., we assign, to m is, the values
xi = xi and yi = y i , and to the rest, the values xi = xi and
yi = y i .
For each of these assignments, we compute Ex and Ey .
If the value Ex is in the given x-range and the value Ey is
in the selected y-range, then we compute the corresponding
value Cxy ; otherwise, this assignment is dismissed.
Finally, we find the smallest of the computed values Cxy
and return it as the desired value C xy .

Proof of correctness. We know that for the minimizing
vector (x1 , . . . , xn , y1 , . . . , yn ), the pair (Ex , Ey ) must be
contained in one of the Nx · Ny cells.
We have already shown that for each cell, if the pair
(Ex , Ey ) is contained in this cell, then the corresponding
minimizing values xi and yi – at which the covariance Cxy
attains its smallest value C xy – will be as above. Thus, the
actual minimizing value will be analyzed when we analyze
the corresponding cell.
So, the desired value C xy will be among the values
computed by the above algorithm – and thus, the smallest
of the computed values will be exactly C xy .
Algorithm for computing C xy . To compute C xy , we can
use the fact that C xy = −C xz , where z = −y. To use this
fact, we form Ny threshold values for z:
(z)

(y)

(z)

(z)

(y)

(y)

t0 = −tNy , t1 = −tNy −1 , . . . , tNy = −t0 ,
and Ny z-ranges
(z)

(z)

(z)

(z)

(z)

(z)

[t0 , t1 ], [t1 , t2 ], . . . , [tNy −1 , tNy ].
Then, based on the intervals yi = [y i , y i ], we form
intervals zi = −yi = [−y i , −y i ]. After that, we apply the
above algorithm to compute the value C xz , and then compute
C xy as C xy = −C xz .
Computation time of this algorithm. For each of Nx · Ny
cells, we find the values xi and yi for each of n pairs of
intervals except for those i for which (xi , yi ) coincides with
this cell, and then compute Cxy ≤ n + 1 times – depending
on the number (0, 1, 2, . . . ) of such coinciding is for which
the minimum is attained at (xi , y i ).
Each new computation
differs from the previous one by a
∑
single change
in
x
·
y
i
i
∑
∑and a single change in estimating
Ex ∼
xi and Ey ∼
yi . Thus, each new computation
requires a constant time O(1), and so, for each cell, the total
computation time is O(n). Thus, for all Nx · Ny cells, we
need time
O(Nx · Ny · n).

Discussion. Usually, the number of x-ranges and the number
of y-ranges are fixed. In this case, what we have is a lineartime algorithm.
Clearly, it is not possible to compute covariance faster
than in linear time: we need to take into account all n data
points, and processing each data point requires at least one
computation.
Thus, the above algorithm is not only feasible, it is
(asymptotically) optimal – in the sense that it requires the
smallest possible order of computation time O(n).
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